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THIS GUIDE CONTAINS THE FOLLOWING TIPS:

Troubleshooting Tip #1 – How to check phone compatibility using Gen Mobile’s NEW 
compatibility checker?

Troubleshooting Tip #2 – How do you find the correct SIM card with the correct ICCID if you 
have loose SIMs?

Troubleshooting Tip #3 – How do you find the compatible SIM part number for your phone?

Troubleshooting Tip #4 – Where can you purchase Sprint SIM cards?

Troubleshooting Tip #5 – Make sure to press the “Validate” button twice.

Troubleshooting Tip #6 – What does the “INVALID SIM – DOES_NOT_EXIST_IN_DB” pop-up error 
message mean?

Troubleshooting Tip #7 – What does the “INVALID SIM – Sim is already activated” pop-up error 
message mean? 

Troubleshooting Tip #8 – What happens when you receive a “Pending” order status receipt?



TROUBLESHOOTING TIP #1

How to check phone compatibility

COMPATIBILITY MESSAGE KEY

Device is valid and cleared for use - This phone is compatible and ready for activation.

Phone owner account ID mismatch - If you receive this message, input the IMEI into the compatibility checker 
again. If the message changes to "Device is valid and cleared for use", this phone is compatible and ready for 
activation. If it still says "Phone owner account ID mismatch", this phone is compatible and you MUST submit a 
"port-in" request for a successful activation.

Phone owner account ID mismatch FED not met - This phone is compatible but is still under contract with a 
carrier. The phone must be paid off before it is ready for activation.

Device is in use - This phone is compatible and ready for activation. You MUST submit a "port-in" request for 
this activation to be successful.

To check whether your phone is compatible with the Gen Mobile network, go to:
https://www.genmobile.com/pages/imei-check

See more messages on next page →

https://www.genmobile.com/pages/imei-check


TROUBLESHOOTING TIP #1

How to check phone compatibility

COMPATIBILITY MESSAGE KEY (continued)

DEVICE_NOT_SUPPORTED_TO_BE_ADDED: Part Number NOT found in ModelSprintSku table - This phone 
is not compatible.

DEVICE_CONFIG_CODE_MISSING: Config code returned not in ModelSprintSku - This phone is not 
compatible.

Device is either STOLEN OR LOST - Device has been reported lost or stolen and cannot be activated.

INVALID_DEVICE_ID: The input deviceID is incorrect and invalid. - The IMEI number is not accurate. Please 
double check your input and re-enter a valid 15-digit IMEI.

You can also call Gen Mobile’s dealer support line at (833) 436-6624, click here to chat with us, or 
email dealer@genmobile.com and provide us the 15-digit IMEI of your phone.

https://tawk.to/chat/5b156bfe8859f57bdc7bd483/default
mailto:dealer@genmobile.com


Go to Sprint’s Bring Your Own Phone site (https://www.sprint.com/en/shop/bring-your-phone-to-
sprint.html?INTCID=LP:BYOD:Shop), enter your phone’s IMEI and:

If the first page displays the message “The Sprint network will work for you”, click on “I have a Sprint SIM 
card” and enter the ICCID number under “Validate Your SIM”. 

• If it is the incorrect SIM, the site will display “IMEI/MEID and SIM incompatible”. 
• If it is the correct SIM, the site will display, “Choose Your Plan”. 
• If the SIM is already being used in another phone, the site will display “SIM card already activated”. You 

cannot use a SIM that is already activated unless you call the current carrier to cancel the account 
associated with this SIM.

TROUBLESHOOTING TIP #2 (continued)

You have loose SIMs and need to find the correct SIM ICCID for your phone

https://www.sprint.com/en/shop/bring-your-phone-to-sprint.html?INTCID=LP:BYOD:Shop


TROUBLESHOOTING TIP #2

You have loose SIMs and need to find the correct SIM ICCID for your phone

Go to Sprint’s Bring Your Own Phone site (https://www.sprint.com/en/shop/bring-your-phone-to-
sprint.html?INTCID=LP:BYOD:Shop), enter your phone’s IMEI and:

If the first page displays the message “Choose Your Plan”, the site will display the most recent ICCID that was 
used in this phone. You can reuse this ICCID. If you do not have this SIM, click the “Edit” link and enter the ICCID 
number under “Validate Your SIM”.

• If it is the incorrect SIM, the site will display “IMEI/MEID and SIM incompatible”. 
• If it is the correct SIM, the site will display, “Choose Your Plan”. 
• If the SIM is already being used in another phone, the site will display “SIM card already activated”. You 

cannot use a SIM that is already activated unless you call the current carrier to cancel the account associated 
with this SIM.

https://www.sprint.com/en/shop/bring-your-phone-to-sprint.html?INTCID=LP:BYOD:Shop


TROUBLESHOOTING TIP #3

How to find the compatible SIM part number/card specific for your phone

To find the SIM card part number specific for your phone, go to 
https://www.genmobile.com/pages/dealer-support and use our Compatible SIM Part Finder Tool.

Select your Make, Model, and Carrier and hit the “search” button. The site will display the Gen Mobile SIM kit or SIM 
part number that is compatible with your phone. SIM parts with “Sold Out” label can be purchased on Amazon or 
eBay. https://www.amazon.com/dp/B07SWDX7BF/ref=cm_sw_em_r_mt_dp_U_bGC1DbEW8QM2A. Here are the 
phones that this kit covers: https://cdn.shopify.com/s/files/1/2954/7774/files/SPRINT-4-in-1-SIM-KIT-compatible-
phones.pdf?3049

https://www.genmobile.com/pages/dealer-support
https://www.amazon.com/dp/B07SWDX7BF/ref=cm_sw_em_r_mt_dp_U_bGC1DbEW8QM2A
https://cdn.shopify.com/s/files/1/2954/7774/files/SPRINT-4-in-1-SIM-KIT-compatible-phones.pdf?3049


TROUBLESHOOTING TIP #4

Where can you purchase Sprint SIM cards

▪ Gen Mobile sells 3 SIM kits (A, B and C) through your master, that cover the following phones: 
https://cdn.shopify.com/s/files/1/2954/7774/files/GENMOBILE_BYOPSIMChart_4.2019.pdf?1204

▪ Amazon also sells a Sprint 4 SIM cards-in-1Kit for $2.99 (although at times the price may increase to $9.99): 
https://www.amazon.com/dp/B07SWDX7BF/ref=cm_sw_em_r_mt_dp_U_bGC1DbEW8QM2A. Here are the 
phones that this kit covers: https://cdn.shopify.com/s/files/1/2954/7774/files/SPRINT-4-in-1-SIM-KIT-compatible-
phones.pdf?3049

https://cdn.shopify.com/s/files/1/2954/7774/files/GENMOBILE_BYOPSIMChart_4.2019.pdf?1204
https://www.amazon.com/dp/B07SWDX7BF/ref=cm_sw_em_r_mt_dp_U_bGC1DbEW8QM2A
https://cdn.shopify.com/s/files/1/2954/7774/files/SPRINT-4-in-1-SIM-KIT-compatible-phones.pdf?3049


TROUBLESHOOTING TIP #5

Press the “Validate” button twice

You may need to press the “Validate” button twice to load the page.

You may need to hit the 
“VALIDATE” button twice.



TROUBLESHOOTING TIP #6

INVALID SIM – DOES_NOT_EXIST_IN_DB

If you receive “INVALID SIM – DOES_NOT_EXIST_IN_DB” pop-up message, your phone is 
not compatible with Gen Mobile.



TROUBLESHOOTING TIP #7

INVALID SIM – Sim is already activated

If you receive “INVALID SIM – Sim is already activated” pop-up message, this ICCID and/or ESN has 
already been activated in the VidaPay portal previously. 

Please call VidaPay’s customer service line at (877) 956-2359 to have them clear the ICCID or ESN from 
their system. Then, you can re-activate the phone in the VidaPay system.



TROUBLESHOOTING TIP #8

“PENDING” order receipt status 

▪ If you are activating a Sprint network phone that is currently being used, you MUST submit your activation with a 
PORT-IN request or call the carrier to cancel the account. If you do not, your order receipt will show “PENDING” 
status and change to “FAILED” status within 24 hours with a Status: 52 Activation Message ESN_IN_USE: Device 
is in use message. VidaPay will issue a refund back to your account balance after your order changes to “FAILED” 
status. Once your order changes to “FAILED” status, you can re-submit your IMEI and ICCID with a PORT-IN request 
for activation. 

▪ If after you submit a PORT-IN request, your order goes into “PENDING” status and changes to “FAILED” status with 
“DOES_NOT_EXIST_IN_DB” message, then your device is financially locked. You will need to call the phone’s current 
carrier to request an unlock, if possible. Please note: We are working with VidaPay to change this message to read 
“100 INVALID_FIN_ELIGIBILITY_DATE: Device is not in good financial standing.”


